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Won’t be lonely  
Choreographed by Alan & Sonja Cole (Dez. 2010) 
 
 
Description: 32 count, partner, circle 
Musik:  She won’t be lonely long by Clay Walker  
 

 
 

Introduction: Off-Set Closed Western, right shoulder to right shoulder 
Gent facing LOD 
Lady facing RLOD 
opposite footwork throughout 

 
16 count intro :- Start dance on the word “WAY” 
 
1–8 Rock Step, ½ turn Shuffle X 2 
1-2 Gent rock fwd on R, recover on L 
 Lady rock back on L, recover on R 
3&4  Both ½ turn shuffle right travelling slightly down RLOD  

(ending in off-set closed western position left shoulder to left shoulder 
- Gent on inside facing RLOD - Lady on outside facing LOD) 

5-6 Gent rock fwd on L, recover on R 
 Lady rock back on R, recover on L 
7&8  Both ½ turn shuffle left travelling slightly down LOD  

(ending in off-set closed western position right shoulder to right shoulder  
- Gent on inside facing LOD - Lady on outside facing RLOD ) 

 
9-16 Walk, Walk Shuffle, Rock Step, Shuffle into Bow Position.  
 (steps 9 - 12 keep in off-set Closed Western ) 
9-10 Gent walk fwd R, L 
 Lady walk backwd L, R 
11&12 Gent right shuffle fwd on R,L,R 
 Lady left shuffle Backw on L,R,L 
13-14 Gent rock back on L, recover on R 
 Lady rock back on R, recover on L 
 (ending in Double-Hand-Hold still off-set to each other ) 
15&16 Both  shuffle towards each other to end up, right shoulder to right shoulder 

(As you shuffle towards each other bring both hands up & over each other’s 
head, placing right hands behind each other’s neck into a bow, dropping left 
hands down by your side ) 

 
17-24 Pinwheel ½ turn Clockwise, Pinwheel ½ turn Clockwise ( breaking apart ) 

(keeping in bow position Left Hands down by you 
Pinwheel ½ turn clockwise on a walk, walk, shuffle.  

17-18 Gent walking R, L 
 Lady walking L, R 
19&20 Gent shuffling R-L-R 
 Lady shuffling L-R-L   
 
 (Gent ending on outside facing RLOD - Lady ending in inside facing LOD) 
 Pinwheel ½ turn clockwise on a walk, walk, shuffle 
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21 -22 Gent walking L, R 
 Lady walking R, L 
23&24 Gent shuffling L-R-L 
 Lady shuffling R-L-R   

(As you Shuffle round, slowly slide right arms down each other to end up  
holding right hands in an inside hand hold at hip height - Gent facing LOD -  
Lady facing RLOD, right shoulder to right shoulder ) 

 
25–32 Step, Pivot ½ turn, ½ turn Shuffle.  Rock Step, Shuffle Towards each 
other 
25 –26 Gent (release hands) Step fwd on R, Pivot ½ turn left, 
  Lady (release hands)Step fwd on L, Pivot ½ turn right, 
27&28  Gent ½ turn shuffle left 
  Lady ½ turn shuffle right 
29 -30 Gent rock back on L, recover on R 
 Lady rock back on L, recover on L 
31&32 Gent shuffle Forwards LRL, Lady Shuffles Forwards RLR 
 (ending up back into off-set Closed Western-Position - right shoulder to right 

shoulder ) 
 
Begin again & happy dancing!  


